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Checking from SPAIN: 
 
-- Hotel I*******k  
-- on H****s.com 
 
… was quoted 150e / night 

Checking from Sweden: 
 
-- at the same time 
-- for the same hotel  
-- on the same web site 
-- for the same days 
-- and the same room 
 
… was quoted 120e / night 



Could it be Price Discrimination (PD)? 

•  Situation where two consumers 
are charged differently for the 
same product 

 
•  Based on how much are they 

willing to pay (reservation price) 



Fixed prices is a “recent” thing 



Could E-commerce backfire for customers?  



Could E-commerce backfire for customers?  



PD & E-commerce: A match made in heaven  

  (or somewhere else?)  
•  Shopping history 

o  Retailer knows consumer's preferences 

•  Browsing history 

o  Tracking cookies 

•  Geographic Location 

•  Customer's behaviour on web page 

o  Going directly to an airfare ticket vs. looking around for cheaper offer at other 

dates 

•  Origin URL 

o  Customer entering a shop from price aggregator might be more price-sensitive 

•  ... every piece of information that gives a hint about customer's behaviour 



Would e-retailers do such a thing? 

Article 20.2 of the European Union 
Directive 2006/123/EC on Services in the Internal Market (the “Services Directive”) prohibits discrimination  
based on grounds of the nationality or place of residence of service recipients 



e-commerce dwarfs online advertising 

e-commerce privacy 

•  e-commerce market in 2012 > $1,000,000,000,000 

•  10 x larger than online advertising ($100bn) 

privacy erosion! 



Seems so … 





Too many questions, too few answers 



Limitations of our initial platform 

1.  Needs (at least) one price extraction template per web-site.  

2.  No clue as to where we should start the search from. 



Next step - crowdsourcing 

Pictograms: 

Computer  from The Noun Project 

Shopping Cart designed by Phil Goodwin from The Noun Project 

User designed by Steffen Halme from The Noun Project 

User designed by Luis Prado from The Noun Project 

Real consumers 

Interesting 
retailers 

Monitoring server 

Different systems / locations / profiles 





Initial results 

•   340 beta users for a couple of months    [No death by success please] 

•   Pointed us to 20 retailers with price variations 

•   We monitored 100 products from each one of these retailers 

o  Repeated the crawling every day 

o  For one week 

 



Which retailers? 



Which products? 



Which countries? 



Which states? 



More complex policies seem to exist 



What types of pricing policies do we see? 
[MULTIPLICATIVE]  



What types of pricing policies do we see? 
[MULTIPLICATIVE with an ADDITIVE TERM]  



What about personal information? 
•  Cookie history 

•  Previous purchases 

•  Other public profile info (FB, LinkedIn) 



Hard to demonstrate PD based on Personal info 

•  Our measurement servers have a clean history à location is the diff factor 

•  Real uses however get prices that depend also on their profile 

o  E.g., cookie history 

•  Cookie history 

o  Has higher “dimensionality” than Location 

o  Difficult to gather (would users trust a service and hand it over?)  



Ongoing work   

• PD related 
o Revive and scale up $heriff 
o Make it go viral 
o Use it to collect a larger dataset 



Ongoing work   
 
• Advertising related 

o How much targeting is going on? 
o  Is Do-Not-Track being respected 
o Can we demonstrate profile trading between ad 

networks? 



the Tragedy of the Commons is lurking 
Garrett Hardin, 1968 

Internet company in  
Information Economics 

The “commons”: consumer trust on the web and it’s business models 



Playing Cassandra: 
 If left on its own … Information Economics will die! 
 



Sounds crazy … but it has happened before 



Moonshots! 



Our moonshot… 
The Data Transparency Lab (DTL) 

like “detail” 









Stay tuned … 



Thank you -- Questions? 

•  $heriff extension available at  

http://pdexperiment.cba.upc.edu 

•  DTL at http://www.datatransparencylab.org/ 

•  Publications 
o  J. Mikians, L. Gyarmati, V. Erramilli, N. Laoutaris, “Crowd-assisted Search for Price Discrimination in E-

Commerce: First results,”  ACM CoNEXT.13. [full version] 

o  J. Mikians, L. Gyarmati, V. Erramilli, N. Laoutaris, “Detecting price and search discrimination on the 

Internet,” in Proc. of ACM HotNets'12. [pdf] 


